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BRIEF SUMMARY REPORT - 
2014 ITSMN ANNUAL FALL FORUM 
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21 AND 22, 2014 
CONTINUING EDUCATION AND CONFERENCE CENTER (UMN), ST. PAUL, MN AND  
HOLIDAY INN I-94 EAST, ST. PAUL, MN 
 
Introductory Observations: 

• New This Year.  ITSMN continued its 20th anniversary celebration with several new items in its 
Annual Fall Forum: 

o ITSMN's Fall Forum had always in the past focused on industry, the event's name being 
"Fall Industry Forum".  This year, being directed by the ITSMN Board, the Program 
Committee ventured into opening up the event to both private sector and public sector 
speakers.  This change made sense considering that ITSMN's Annual Meeting in March, 
held in conjunction with Minnesota Transportation Conference (MTC), was an 
abbreviated one with only couple of hours in duration and, consequently, had no 
technical sessions or technical presentations. 

o Instead of being only of traditional ¾ day duration, this year the event was spread over 
two consecutive calendar days and held at two different locations.   

o Another new item was that the first day was a full day, ending with a sponsored 
networking reception.  Networking reception was a new item for ITSMN, it never had 
held one earlier. 

o The second day covered an ITSMN strategy meeting. The discussions included invited 
leader from ITS America, Paul Feenstra; and several invited members of Guidestar 
Executive Committee.    

o The first day's meetings and reception were held at the University of Minnesota’s 
Continuing Education and Conference center (CECC).  The second day's meetings, which 
concluded at noon, were held at the Holiday Inn I-94 East in St. Paul. 

 
• Special ITSMN thanks to several invited guests: 

o Susan Mulvihill, Chief Engineer and Deputy Commissioner, MnDOT:  Sue Mulvihill 
couldn't make it to the meeting due to a travel preemption, so she videotaped her 
message for the Fall Forum audience.  Sue Groth, MnDOT, delivered Sue Mulvihill's 
video message and also made a PowerPoint presentation. 

o Paul Feenstra, Senior Vice President, ITS America:  Paul not only gave an update of ITS 
America on the first day of the event, he also stayed for the second day and fully 
participated in the strategy discussions. 

o Jonathan Walker, USDOT, ITS JPO:  Jonathan travelled from Washington DC to present 
his topic, Connected Vehicle Regional Pilot Deployment program, to be started early 
2015. 
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o Jim Wright, AASHTO:  Jim cancelled a previous engagement to accommodate our 
invitation to give a talk.  He flew-in red-eye from the West Coast to make our Forum 

o Guidestar Executive Committee:  Members of Minnesota Guidestar Executive 
Committee were invited to join ITSMN in a strategy discussion.  Many of the committee 
members couldn't make it.  Thanks to those committee members who were able to 
adjust their calendars to join ITSMN strategy discussions: Marthand Nookala, Brian 
Scott, Sue Groth, Mike Barnes, Ray Starr. 

 
• Thanks to the sponsors: 

o There were three special sponsors this year.  Breakfast Sponsor: Alliant Engineering, 
Lunch Sponsor: HDR, and Networking Reception Sponsor: SRF Consulting. 

o In addition to the three special sponsors, there were 13 general sponsorships from: URS; 
WSB & Associates; Daktronics; Traffic Control Corporation; Ver-Mac, Inc.; Street Smart 
Rental; Roadway Safety Institute, University of Minnesota; Brown Traffic Products, Inc.; 
ADDCO; Iteris; Athey Creek Consultants; Alliant Engineering; and SRF Consulting.   

o Extra thanks to the two sponsors who doubled up as both general sponsors and special 
sponsors:  Alliant Engineering and SRF Consulting. 

o Following sponsors had exhibit booths: URS; WSB & Associates; Traffic Control 
Corporation; Ver-Mac, Inc.; Street Smart Rental; Brown Traffic Products, Inc.; ADDCO; 
Athey Creek Consultants; Alliant Engineering; and SRF Consulting.  Exhibit booths were 
located inside the meeting room to facilitate high traffic to the booths. 

 
• Broad geographic coverage:  The presentation topics and speakers covered a broad range of 

national geography: Maryland, Virginia, Washington DC, Iowa, Missouri, California, and more.  
 

• Brevity of presentations:  The presentations were mostly 15 minutes in durations, including 
questions and answers.  To most speakers, 15 minutes were too short a duration; however, the 
audience seemed to prefer the short duration, it seemed to be less taxing.  In addition, the 
presentations contained enough references for the audience to get additional informational 
material on the topic of their interest beyond what the presentation covered.  Special thanks to 
all moderators, they did an excellent job in managing the clock and the speakers and the 
sessions stayed within their allocated time.  
 

• Presentation copies:  Copies of the presentations of those speakers who made their material 
available have been posted on ITSMN Website.  
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First day Sessions: 
• ITSMN President's Update: The presentations on the first day began with the ITSMN President, 

Terry Haukom, MnDOT, providing an update of ITSMN for the year 2014. His presentation 
included: 

o ITS Minnesota events: 
— Systems Engineering for ITS workshop was held last Feb 18th and 19th.   
— Joint NCITE/  WTS-MN/ ITSMN Summer Networking and Scholarship Fund 

Raising Event on June 4th 
— 3M facility tour on Dec 3rd 
— Luncheon Seminar on Dec 3rd  
— Summarized “20-Years of ITS Minnesota” PPT (see ITSMN Website) 
— Participated in ITS World Congress 

o ITSMN booth at the ITS World Congress: Thanks to the ITSMN Booth sponsors-  
— Gold sponsors: Alliant Engineering, Athey Creek, Ledstar, MnDOT, SRF, Street 

Smart Rentals, WSB;  
— Silver sponsors: SEH, URS, UMN. 

o Minnesota was well represented at the World Congress sessions: 
— John Tompkins, MnDOT: ITS Applications in Truck Parking Availability 
— Janet Creaser, UMN: Human Factor Challenges of Vehicle Automation 
— Ken Hansen, MnDOT and Janelle Borgen, WSB: Rural Intersection Conflict 

Warning Systems - A Minnesota Statewide Effort to Reduce Fatalities  
— Ray Starr, MnDOT: ITS Improvements that Lead to Safety: The State Perspective   
— Cory Johnson, MnDOT: Intelligent Work Zone Data Collection and Evaluation  
— Brian Scott, SRF: MnPass Easy; Keeping The H.O.T. Lane Hot  

 
• Session on Traffic Management Systems:   

o This session had six presentations with quite a bit of diversity:  
— diversity in geography- Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Virginia;   
— diversity in agency: state DOT, local municipality (Minneapolis), multi-state 

Pooled Fund Study;  
— diversity in technology: Small systems (Minneapolis), Large systems (MnDOT, 

VDOT), video analytics; and  
— diversity in applications (tolling, incident management, parking management, 

etc) 
o Peter Muehlbach, PB, presented a concept for the extension of I-35E MnPass Express 

lanes between Little Canada Road and County Road 96 that significantly enhances BCA 
and maintains the same travel time between County Road 96 and downtown St. Paul 
from 2017 to 2030. 

o Update on RTMC and IRIS by Jim Kranig, MnDOT, covered: 
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— Work zone travel time enhancement projects that include enhanced detection 
and communication 

— Several 511 App enhancements 
— Performance Measurement Systems (PeMS) that provide access to 15 years of 

RTMC traffic data archival 
— IRIS enhancement that includes I-394 Gate Arm control 
— Continued interest from other states such as NE, WY, and TN 
— Ramp Meter enhancement with new density based algorithm, and  
— Arterial Traffic management System expanding to highways 13, 7, 55, 65, and 

61. 
o Dan Nelson, URS, described a VDOT traffic management system on I-64 and I-77 

corridors for the prevention of fog related crashes on rural mountain areas with S-
curves. 

o Derek Nieveen, Iteris, and Dan Elder, Brown Traffic, tag-teamed to describe recent 
upgrade of Minneapolis Traffic management Center that included TACTICS upgrade, 20 
GB Ethernet communication to intersection equipment, 4MB/s H.264 PTZ network, and 
integration of existing SCOOT and Marquette networks. 

o Linda Preisen, Athey Creek, presented an Enterprise Pooled Fund Study project that 
documented potential for video analytics in traffic management. 

o Ted Morris, UMN, success of a video analytics system in Truck Parking Availability Study.  
 

• Session on Smart (Autonomous and Connected) Vehicles:  
o This was very significant to the audience as Minnesota is contemplating competing in 

the upcoming model deployment project expected to come early 2015.  
o Jonathan Walker, USDOT, flew in from Washington DC to make the presentation, much 

appreciated.   
— He showed a NHTSA video that demonstrated: Dedicated Short Range 

Communications (DSRC), Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communication system, Blind 
Spot Warning (BSW), Forward Collision Warning (FCW), Emergency Electronic 
Brake Light (EEBL), Intersection Movement Assist (IMA), and Do Not Pass 
Warning (DNPW). 

— One of the next steps in Connected Vehicles effort of USDOT is 2015 FHWA V2I 
Deployment Guidance & Products document to help enhance interoperability; 
comments on the initial draft guidance are accepted through Friday, November 
14, 2014 (see www.its.dot.gov/meetings/v2i_feedback.htm) 

— USDOT is embarking upon a Connected Vehicles Pilot Deployment Program to 
spur early Connected Vehicles technology deployment.  There will be multiple 
pilot sites, the deployments will be both large-scale and multi-modal.  

http://www.its.dot.gov/meetings/v2i_feedback.htm
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Solicitation for Wave 1 Pilot Deployment Concepts will be in early 2015 with 
awards being in September 2015 (see www.its.dot.gov/pilots).  

o Jim Wright, AASHTO, who cancelled an earlier-made appointment and flew in red eye 
from the West coast to make it to the Fall Forum, gave a related presentation on 
AASHTO's Infrastructure Assessment and what are AASHTO's and States' activities to 
prepare for implementation.   

— AASHTO's 2040 Vision for V2I is: 80% traffic signals are DSRC enabled; 50% of ITS 
field sites are DSRC enabled; and most of the nation's roads have real-time 
localized information provided by private services on cellular basis. 

— A copy of AASHTO's National Connected Vehicle Field Infrastructure Footprint 
Analysis can be found at http://stsmo.transportation.org/Pages/Connected-
Vehicles.aspx.  

o Frank Douma, Humphrey Institute, addressed the topic of Self-Driving Vehicles- 
Opportunities and Challenges for Minnesota. 

— Humphrey Institute has developed a white paper on policy implications of self-
driving vehicles (www.tpec.umn.edu/research/technology)  

— Other states are moving forward; Minnesota's unique weather is difficult for 
manufacturers to address but technology is advancing and Minnesota has the 
opportunity to lead 

— If Volvo can demonstrate in Gothenburg why not a demonstration in 
Minnesota? 

o Max Donath, UMN RSI, covered several connected vehicle projects in Minnesota. 
— He described a project by RSI to explore enhancing safety at a high crash metro 

location on I-94 using 24 GHz radar in Fall 2015. 
— He described prior and ongoing connected vehicles safety work in Minnesota, 

such as tandem snowplow and Merge Assist on ramps using UMN Duluth 
technology.    

 
• Keynote address: 

o Sue Mulvihill's video that she had prepared for the Fall Forum, and Sue Groth played it 
for the audience, identified  

— MnDOT's focus and interest are on:  
• Multimodal 
• Safety (TZD) and how to enhance it with ITS.  She suggested the use of 

DSRC for safety of workers. 
— MnDOT subscribes to AASHTO's Vision for 2040 
— MnDOT has joined ITS America's Leadership Circle, a group of thought leaders 

and political leaders.  MnDOT doesn’t want to be in the backseat in the ITS bus, 
it certainly wants to be in the front seat, though not a driver. 

http://www.its.dot.gov/pilots
http://stsmo.transportation.org/Pages/Connected-Vehicles.aspx
http://stsmo.transportation.org/Pages/Connected-Vehicles.aspx
http://www.tpec.umn.edu/research/technology
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o Sue Groth also gave a PowerPoint presentation that addressed ITS in MnDOT.  Highlights 
are: 

— MnDOT plans to respond to the Connected Vehicle RFP 
— RICWS-2 will have 9 more installations, in addition to the current 49 
— ITS Planning: Each district plans their own 
— Her advice was to be strategic, identify what to focus on 
— Work Zone is a hot button, a high priority.  Google and USDOT are working 

together on how to reorganize work zones. 
— Need O&M resources. 

 
• ITS America Update:  Paul Feenstra gave a candid update of ITSA.  Highlights are: 

o ITSA sees ITS changing from research to deployment 
o Policy makers see ITS as nice to have vs need to have 
o Key Congressman Bill Schuster, Chair of House Transportation & Infrastructure 

Committee, is a big proponent of innovation 
o ITSA has evolved to significant membership diversity 

  
• Session on Intelligent Work Zones: 

o The session seemed to be a cohesive session with the presentations seemingly 
interrelated.  This seemed to give a full 360 degree picture of Intelligent Work Zone. 

o Tina Roelofs, Athey Creek, described the Enterprise Pooled Fund Study project Synthesis 
of Intelligent Work Zones Best Practices covering 4 applications: Queue Warning, 
Variable speed Limit, Alternate Routes, and Dynamic merge 
(see www.enterprise.prog.org/Projects/2010_Present/iwz.html).   

o Todd Foster, VerMac, gave a quite comprehensive description of FHWA Work Zone ITS 
Implementation Guide.  He was one speaker who perhaps could easily have used more 
time.   

o Eric Johnson, Street Smart Rental, described Statewide Intelligent Work Zone 
Deployment in Iowa.  

o ITS in work zone being a hot topic both nationwide and in Minnesota, this was one 
session where keeping the presentations to 15 minutes per talk was difficult and the 
session moderator Jon Jackels, SRF, certainly did an excellent job in clock management. 

 
• Update on MnDOT ITS Development Activities: 

o This was a uniquely formatted session.  Cory Johnson, MnDOT, briefly updated the 
audience on MnDOT's ITS activities and had invited three speakers to speak on three 
selected projects recently selected as a part of MnDOT's ITS Innovative Idea Program. 

o Kristin Virshbo, Castle Rock, described novel weather applications and planned 
enhancements to the MnDOT Mobile 511 App. 

http://www.enterprise.prog.org/Projects/2010_Present/iwz.html
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o Daryl Taavola, URS, described a unique 360 degree radar from UK to be tested at I-94/ I-
35W commons area. 

o Bob Greene, Alliant Engineering, described an interesting concept of using Smart 
Systems on signalized streets during construction to improve safety and mobility. 

 
• Session on Travel Time and Big Data:   

o This is another session that speakers from both the coasts, Rob Hranac, Iteris, from the 
West Coast and Donna Nelson, Traffax, from the East Coast.   

o Rob Hranac presented Length-Based vehicle Re-identification for Travel Time 
Measurement that discussed both travel time measurement method and consequent 
generation of and management of big data.   

o Donna Nelson presented Bluetooth Re-identification on Arterials and Freeways.  Rob 
and Donna on different ways to collect travel time data and it was very interesting to 
note the contrast.  

o The presentation of Todd Polum, SRF, done in collaboration with Jim McCarthy, USDOT, 
covered Travel Time Reliability, especially as you move from ideal day to variable state. 

 
• Support and Volunteers: 

o Support:   
— A very special thanks to Thai Tia of SRF for some of the art work and his 

wonderfully helpful attitude.   
— UMN's team led by Catherine Flannery did a wonderful job, as usual. 

o Volunteers:  The event was made possible by many volunteers, noteworthy are: Wade 
Loftesness, Jake Folkeringa, Derek Nieveen, Ming Shiun Lee, Maury Hooper, Stephanie 
Malinoff, Mark Gallagher Mike Granger Jr., Dan Nelson, and Durga Panda. 

 
• Networking Reception: 

o The networking reception, sponsored by SRF, was a first of a kind for ITSMN. 
 
Second day Sessions: 

• Summary of the second day:   
o The second day had 19 participants, including Paul Feenstra representing ITS America 

leadership, most of ITSMN Board of Directors, many of ITSMN committee chairs, most 
of Guidestar Executive Committee members, and additional volunteers representing 
their individual ITSMN member organizations. 

o The participants were engaged in four hours of candid and constructive open 
discussions on difficult strategic topics.  The topics included:  

— ITSA-ITSMN Website,  
— New ITS training topics such as O&M and DSRC,  
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— Engaging national legislative leaders,  
— Engaging relevant local leaders,  
— Future direction of ITS in MnDOT,  
— Closer tie between ITSMN and Guidestar,  
— Engaging local agencies,  
— Annual Meeting concept review 
— ITSMN fiscal year review 
— New areas for ITSMN meeting to focus 
— General Fall Forum feedback (need more booth traffic) 

o The discussions generated more than half-a-dozen action items 
o A separate meeting notes has been delivered to ITSMN Board of Directors for follow-up. 
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